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94%  
have had issues when purchasing 
new IT security solutions for their 
organization

Kill complexity in your security stack

of surveyed organizations 

that cite these challenges are 

advanced in terms of the IT 

security solutions they have 

implemented.

22%

7%

34%

38%

71%

report cost 
effectiveness requires 
improvement

cite that the IT security 
solution(s) used in their 
organization do not 
seamlessly integrate 
together

admit that their 
organizations’ IT security 
would be more effective 
if all of their IT security 
solutions shared the same 
aggregated pool of data

67% 40% 82%

believe that “work-
from-anywhere” will 
become normalized in 
the future

of respondents’ 
organizations have adopted 
or plan to adopt the MITRE 
ATT&CK® framework 

are currently building 
cybersecurity frameworks 
into their organizations’ 
security ecosystem 

96% 70% 62% 

Most  
organizations with 

mature security 
solutions grapple 

with solution 
complexity 

and integration 
challenges are foundational

are intermediate

are experienced

92%  
of security professionals say their organization 
has had operational challenges with 
implementation

of security professionals say integration 
complexity with other technology and security 
stacks requires improvement

1. Maximize the value of your current IT security solutions  
with simplicity and efficacy

2. Modernize your IT security solutions in order to ensure  
they seamlessly integrate together

3. Accelerate security framework adoption to help improve IT security overall

CrowdStrike commissioned independent technology market research specialist 
Vanson Bourne to uncover the issues security teams face as they contend with 
accelerated transformations and modern threat actors. A total of 900 IT security 
decision makers and professionals were interviewed in January and February 
2021, with equal representation across North America (300), Europe (300) and 
APJ (300) regions. Respondents were required to be from organizations with at 
least 250 global employees and from across the private and public sectors. For 
more information, download the white paper.

Modernize your security stack with trusted, best-of-
breed solutions delivered by CrowdStrike’s Security 

Cloud and providing end-to-end coverage that 
supercharges your security transformation.

Visit crowdstrike.com/store to learn more

64%  
report their organization needs to have IT security specialists to use 
their security solutions

43%  
say they lack trained professionals to get the right actions underway

76%
plan to recruit more IT security professionals over the next 12 months
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